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National Programme
We promote the delivery of well-designed change to the built environment and
ensure good management of existing places and spaces.
We do this by
/ Supporting those who influence, build and manage the built environment to
gain or maintain the skills, knowledge, ambition and courage needed to achieve
high quality results.
/ Supporting public sector, built environment practitioners and local
councillors to improve understanding of good design and how to best
collaborate with developers, architects, housing associations, urban designers
and highway and planning consultants.
/ Influencing policy and practice which improves the delivery of good built
environment design, we work with sectors such as public health, research and
academia to develop and disseminate best practice.
/ Being passionate public advocates for good design within the built
environment, looking to support the creation of excellent places everywhere.
Our virtual programme provides flexible and accessible training for practitioners
and decision makers: from the experienced who want up-to-date policy
briefings to newcomers who wish to learn how to deliver great neighbourhoods.

Unlimited access for your built environment teams, including Planning,
Regeneration, Housing and Highways is only £1500 per annum – some
authorities split this training cost between directorates.
Do read on for more details…

National Housing Design Award Winners
2021
Free event for all
9.00-11:30am
29 September 2021
A virtual showcasing of the most well-designed recent housing schemes
around, with the renowned Design for Homes annual Housing Design Awards
2021. If restrictions allow we will set up a visit to one of the best national
schemes.
Oakfield, Metropolitan Workshop
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National Programme Training 			
Welcome to our virtual Programme providing local authorities across England
with flexible and accessible training for practitioners and decision makers.

The programme consists of:

This year we have expanded our programme to include planning, placemaking,
built environment design principles and reading plans and drawings as well as
sessions to help more experienced practitioners get to grips with design codes
and planning reform, digital planning innovation and viability. Each session is
focussed to help you deliver great neighbourhoods in your area.

12 October 2021

Sharing best practice from across the country, this 15-event programme would
be really helpful for councillors and planning, housing and highway officers.
This is the best and most cost effective design related Continued Professional
Development available.
The cost remains at £1,500 plus VAT for unlimited attendance from your
authority at each event and access to relevant pre-recorded sessions from our
resource library. For more information please get in touch.

Urban Design
This session provides an
understanding of what makes a
great neighbourhood; looking at the
characteristics of well-designed
places, how they help to achieve
planning & policy objectives and
the tools and processes for good
outcomes Including:
• Why we need good placemaking
• Design tools and processes
• Setting out the principles of good
design

Design Codes & Guides
09 November 2021
This session will explain these tools
what you can expect them to achieve
for your area, including how codes
relate to zoning and plan-making
and explain latest government policy
updates. Including:
• What are design codes and guides?
• How these tools fit into the current
planning system
•Understanding current policy
direction and latest updates

Design Codes
& Characterisation
15 December 2021
Building on how codes relate to
zoning and plan-making, this session
will look at how to understand your
area and develop character appraisals
and assessments to inform local codes
and guides. Including:
How to develop character appraisals
• In rural areas
• In growth areas
• In historic areas

Street Design
18 January 2022
Understanding the important role
that streets play in supporting
healthy, sustainable and successful
communities. We will look at how to
prioritize active travel and balance the
demands from non travel activities,
different modes of travel, servicing
and freight. Including:
• Good street design
• What makes a liveable
neighbourhood?
• Kerbside demand & its challenges

Understanding Plans
& Drawings
30 November 2021
Showing how to read a plan and the
various ways in which schemes can
be visually represented, assessing
projects that use different drawing
types and the common tricks used in
applications.

The Malings, Ash Sakula Architects
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Viability & Social Value
22 February 2022
Taking stock of viability, this vital
session will separate fact from
fiction and help us understand the
essential elements of any viability
assessment. We will investigate
how to provide and support
social value for your communities.

Housing Design
12 April 2022
This session looks at how to ensure
our homes and neighbourhoods are
well-designed and sustainable. It will
set out design principles that support
sustainability, health and well-being,
and how homes can work well in their
context, enabling communities to
flourish. Including:
• Why we need well-designed homes
• Housing design principles
• Understanding housing design

Creating & Applying Codes
8 March 2022
This session will look at how best
to procure or partner with others to
create codes and ensure they are
being applied correctly. We will look
at the Cambridge Compliance Tracker
as well as understand how technology
can help ensure code compliance and
good local outcomes. Including:
• Tracking compliance and working
with partners
• Commissioning design work
• Using tech to help ensure code
compliance

The Digital Revolution

Oakfield Masterplan, Metropolitan Workshop

Design Codes & Communities
26 April 2022
This session will look at the
importance and role of communities in
developing and delivering codes that
will create great places. Including:
• How best to encourage pro-active
communities
• Helping communities guide design
in their area
• Co-developing a code

Design Codes & Buildings

22 March 2022

10 May 2022

Technology allows us to easily share
data on planning tools and is
driving a revolution on interactive
planning and back office planning
functions. This session will go
through the basics of how authorities
can get the best from technology,
what is available and how it can be
used and shared with others.

This session will set out the
components of a good code and what
gives buildings identity. It will include
how to set out key building design
principles and standards, what they
look like and how buildings should
perform in the long term: including:
• Building design principles
• How buildings fit together
• Understanding materials, detailing &
architectural approaches
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Towards Zero Carbon Housing

Landscape Design & Nature

24 May 2022

05 July 2022

There is much confusion on how
to achieve zero carbon and where
the milestones lie along the way.
This session will look at a range of
approaches and discuss the practical
challenges.

This session will set out what a good
code or guide needs to meet local
objectives and requirements for green
and blue infrastructure, flood risk and
biodiversity, including understanding
Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems
and the value of ‘parklets’. Including:
• Climate responsive & biodiversity
Masterplanning
• Environmental codes for great places
• Codes for blue infrastructure

Design Codes
Beyond the Buildings
23 June 2022
Looking at how codes and guides can
set out settlement layout patterns,
what types of streets, parking and
open spaces should be provided
where and how these should be
designed and detailed. Including:
• Layout and street pattern options
• The importance of good master
planning
• Residential street codes

21st Century High Streets
21 July 2022
High Streets are struggling. We
will consider what makes a
successful High Street and how
planning, transport and public realm
interventions can help create them, fit
for the 21st century.

Contact Us
Please contact Sue Vincent for information:
e: sue.vincent@urbandesignlondon.com
t: 44 (0) 7896119309
Or visit our website at urbandesignlondon.com

Priors Hall, Corby, David Lock Associates
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